CONCRETE CASE STUDY: SAFETY

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
Moss, Mississippi
Concrete block safe room
Completely untouched after tornado hits
Remainder of house completely destroyed
All family members remained safe in concrete structure

CONCRETE SAVES LIVES
EVERY SINGLE DAY
On April 13, 2020, a family of four in Moss, Mississippi watched
their home, their business, and their cars get demolished in a
string of deadly spring tornadoes that ripped across the area.
But because the family rode the tornado out in their concrete
block safe room, they didn’t just make it out of the ordeal alive
– they made it out completely unscathed. All thanks to a small
concrete room no bigger than a coat closet.
01. A decision that saved four lives.

The Mississippi home was just like all of the other homes in the
quaint small-town neighborhood except for one small difference
– a concrete safe room. This feature was one of the main
reasons the local family purchased the home, a few short weeks
before the deadly tornado hit.
02. A concrete safe room like no other.

Concrete can withstand winds over 100 mph. After the tornado,
everything else – from trees, to wooden structures, to cars –
was completely destroyed. The small safe room made from
concrete block? Completely untouched, like a perfectly preserved
vault standing in the midst of destruction.
03. A building material that can stand up to Mother Nature.

A lot of factors go into selecting the right building material.
Choosing concrete is beneficial for a lot of reasons, but none of
them are as important as the fact that concrete is unparalleled
when it comes to safety, resiliency, durability and strength
when natural disasters strike. It can save your investment; more
importantly, it can save lives.
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